ROSS Version 2.16.13 Release Notes

This is a synopsis of the new and corrected functionality included in ROSS version 2.16.13. The primary objective for this release is to provide high-value improvements for ROSS users, and correct various defects.

Installation

Users will need to uninstall the 2.16.12 client and download and install the 2.16.13 client after the deployment.

New or Changed Functionality

• Control of non-local support requests is now defaulted to the incident dispatch and is changed to the creating unit using new radio buttons on the Create Support Request screen. A new tab for Support Request has also been added to the View Request screen to display the controlling dispatch. This same information can also be viewed by double-clicking in the “Non-Local” column on the Incident Resources screen.
• Print options were added to the New Request Screen, View Associated Requests Popup, and View Request Popup. The ability to view associated requests was added to the View Resource screen, Assignment History Tab.
• Searching for resources on the Resource Status screen now allows filtering by the qualification status, using the new Trainee Only and Qualified Only checkboxes on the Search Resources popup.
• DPL errors shown on the Reminders will exclude errors when the DPL Dispatch Organization is not found in ROSS or has been removed.
• Users must have either a primary office phone contact or a primary cell phone, in addition having a primary e-mail contact, in order to add an overhead (person) resource.
• The “Resources Currently on Assignment” report can now be launched as a contextual report from the Incident Resources screen, however the new report is only available in Cognos 11. For the interim period between the ROSS 2.16.13 release and the Cognos 11 upgrade this new option will display a “report not available” page.

Reports Changes

• None.

Defects Fixed in this Version

• A bug has been corrected that allowed users with the Incident Management Team role to access screens outside of the role.
• A bug has been corrected that prevented the release to be canceled for a prepositioned subordinate, when the parent is currently assigned out to a non-preposition incident.
• A prepositioned resource that has been released to home is no longer allowed to have demobilization travel that would place it on its last non-preposition request.
• A bug has been corrected when editing the release of a prepositioned resource that caused the system to stop updating the status of resources.

Additional Changes

• Processing of records from IRWIN has been modified to work around a limitation in IRWIN that causes the IRWIN/ROSS interface to fail when many incident updates are present.